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Icecream apps screen recorder

Notes / Drawing Tools My shared experience with this software is amazing. Excellent screen recorder, but a lot of limitations in the free version. My simple advice is if you're in the education sector and want to reach your students and teams, it's a must-have software in your office. I was never worried about the videos being recorded because all the videos were a great result.
Thank you very much, developers. It also has very few video formats in any version, so it is very limited in this aspect. Sometimes sound distorts when I edit video, so it's hard to fix the segments I need. My shared experience with this software is amazing. Excellent screen recorder, but a lot of limitations in the free version. My simple advice is if you're in the education sector and
want to reach your students and teams, it's a must-have software in your office. I was never worried about the videos being recorded because all the videos were a great result. Thank you very much, developers. It also has very few video formats in any version, so it is very limited in this aspect. Sometimes sound distorts when I edit video, so it's hard to fix the segments I need.
Probability to RecommendSource:CapterraSeptember 29, 2019All: Software is useful to see a special process much more detailed for my clients or colleagues. The use of this software is very casual and more in its free version. Advantages: Recording videos easily because of the very good interface it offers. Its organization makes it very easy to use, even for users who are not
very experienced in this area. I can record any area of the screen or save screenshots. This is an application that stands out to be very intuitive and very easy, also constantly updated. Cons: Has too many limitations. I can not record more than 5 minutes and includes watermark software. In addition to restrictions, the software offers very few formats and video codecs, so from my
point of view it prefers to opt for other solutions with more benefits. Source: CapterraSeptember 29, 2019Likelihood to RecommendSource:CapterraOctober 29, 2019Nas: This software has helped to teach house and staff located in different geographic areas and time zones. There are many examples that we have had to use to guide financial and operational groups located in
different countries. In addition, this software has helped our company save costs for Air Travel, taxi, accommodation and insurance. At the same time, inhibits the repetition of training several times. I assure you, this tool will never leave you on the list. Advantages: 1. This software allows you to record the entire activity on your computer without missing a single mouse pointer
movement. 2. They have never encountered gaps in recorded videos or any errors. 3. Although recording has started, there will be no your activity, you will not even notice that is background recording. 4. When recording is complete, it quickly goes to the control panel, where it allows the user to decide how to deal with the final output. For example, whether upload it to YouTube,
Google Drive, or Direct Dropbox. This is a plus point in this software. 5. Allow the user to customize the region they want to record, so the user can use another area to continue their other activities on the computer. Cons: 1. Sound quality is sometimes not smooth, but this is an area where developers can easily improve the quality of the audio output. 2. Keyboard shortcuts can be
assigned to keyboard letters instead of using multiple keys at once. For example, to make a copy, you must press Ctrl+Shift and C. 3 at the same time. The user always has some concern about whether recording is stored at a third-party location or drive, so developers need to find a way to increase reliability and customer satisfaction to record videos. Source: CapterraOctober
29, 2019Likelihood to RecommendSource:CapterraJanuary 18, 2020Nas: I've been very helpful in the didactic exercises I've done for my colleagues and clients, so take the opportunity to add notes to videos and zoom in to improve my understanding of the process. I think video recording is better than taking a thousand screenshots and a big time saver at the end. Benefits: With
Icecream Screen Recorder, I can record all areas of my computer easily and convert videos to different formats, including MP4. It's very intuitive in all its aspects, the edition is very friendly, so you can have pretty decent results so you can share your videos professionally easily. A number of new video editing features have been added, so these improvements are highly
appreciated in the software. Cons: In its free version it is almost relentless as it adds a watermark that reduces the professionalism of the video. It also has very few video formats in any version, so it is very limited in this aspect. Sometimes sound distorts when I edit video, so it's hard to fix the segments I need. Source: CapterraJanuary 18, 2020Likelihood to
RecommendSource:CapterraSeptember 25, 2020Pros: This software is very simple because it can be easily run on computers &amp; laptops. Works in any configuration. Cons: I'll be the first to say it's good in this software. With this software, you can easily record it. However, in this software, it can't record more than 10 minutes continuously, which I didn't like. Source:
CapterraSeptember 25, 2020Likelihood to RecommendSource:CapterraNovember 25, 2019 At the end: Since I'm in the education sector, this has become a fundamental tool in my office. We especially have branches in our country, also outside the country; in order to teach my subordinates and students at sea and at sea, I never had to book a time slot or think about the
geographical distance because to me the software all these obstacles and record some quality videos. My simple advice is if you're in the education sector and want to reach your students and teams, it's a must-have software in your office. Advantages: Very stylish software to use and I didn't have to miss a single second to learn this wonderful software because it's quite user
friendly. So far, he has never experienced a hiccup recording in terms of image quality; so it gives a big thumb up to this feature. Accessing the video dashboard and sharing a recorded video in my life has never been so easy. Cons: While I'm writing this, I strongly want to find all the negative points about this fascinating software, unfortunately, I barely found anything, so guys won
this game with me. Not much to say, but little change can be made. For example, allow multiple computers to be added to the Pro version instead of limiting it to a little. In addition, you can reduce hotkeys to 2 or 1 key. Source: CapterraNovember 25, 2019 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, inc. or its affiliates About Icecream Apps Press Room PartnerShip Manuals How-Tos Contact
Support Testimonials ArticleRead moreRead moreArticleRead moreArticleRead more Verónica from John Foy &amp; Associates Company Size: 51-200 employees Used Time: Less than 12 months Review Source: Capterra Software is useful to show a specific and detail more much to my clients or colleagues. The use of this software is very casual and more in its free version.
ProsRecord videos easily due to the very good interface it offers. Its organization makes it very easy to use, even for users who are not very experienced in this area. I can record any area of the screen or save screenshots. This is an application that stands out to be very intuitive and very easy, also constantly updated. ConsIt has too many limitations. I can not record more than 5
minutes and includes watermark software. In addition to restrictions, the software offers very few formats and video codecs, so from my point of view it prefers to opt for other solutions with more benefits. Hashan Chandrasekara from AIH Group Company Size: 1,001-5,000 employees Time used: Less than 12 months Review Source: Capterra Taking this software has helped
teach house staff and staff located in different geographic areas and time zones. There are many examples that we have had to use to guide financial and operational groups located in different countries. In addition, this software has helped our company save costs for Air Travel, taxi, accommodation and insurance. At the same time, inhibits the repetition of training several times.
I assure you, this tool will never leave you on the list. Pros1. This software allows you to record the entire activity on your computer without missing a single mouse pointer movement. 2. They have never encountered gaps recorded videos or any errors. 3. Do not interrupt activity despite the start of recording, you will not even notice that there is Recording. 4. When recording is
complete, it quickly goes to the control panel, where it allows the user to decide how to deal with the final output. For example, whether upload it to YouTube, Google Drive, or Direct Dropbox. This is a plus point in this software. 5. Allow the user to customize the region they want to record, so the user can use another area to continue their other activities on the computer. Cons1.
Sound quality is sometimes not smooth, but this is an area where developers can easily improve the quality of the audio output. 2. Keyboard shortcuts can be assigned to keyboard letters instead of using multiple keys at once. For example, to make a copy, you must press Ctrl+Shift and C. 3 at the same time. The user always has some concern about whether recording is stored
at a third-party location or drive, so developers need to find a way to increase reliability and customer satisfaction to record videos. Company size: 10,000+ employees Industry: Personnel time Used: Less than 2 years Review Source: Capterra This has helped me a lot with the didactic exercises I've done for my colleagues and clients, so I took the opportunity to add comments
and increase the videos to improve understanding of the process. I think video recording is better than taking a thousand screenshots and a big time saver at the end. ProsWith Icecream Screen Recorder I can record all areas of the computer easily and convert videos to different formats, including MP4. It's very intuitive in all its aspects, the edition is very friendly, so you can have
pretty decent results so you can share your videos professionally easily. A number of new video editing features have been added, so these improvements are highly appreciated in the software. In its free version, ConsIt is almost unofficial, adding a watermark that reduces the professionalism of the video. It also has very few video formats in any version, so it is very limited in this
aspect. Sometimes sound distorts when I edit video, so it's hard to fix the segments I need. Time used: Less than 2 years Review Source: Capterra ProsThis software is very simple because it can be easily run on computers &amp; laptops. Works in any configuration. ConsI will be the first to say that it's good in this software. With this software, you can easily record it. However, in
this software, it can't record more than 10 minutes continuously, which I didn't like. Sterling from the College of the North Atlantic Company Size: 501-1,000 Employees Industry: Education Management Time Used: Less Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra Since I am in the Educational sector, this has become a fundamental tool in my office. We especially have branches in our
country, also outside the country; to teach its subordinates and students at sea and at sea, it was never necessary to book a time slot or think about geographical whereas Icecream software it allowed me to remove all these obstacles and make some quality videos. My simple advice is if you're in the education sector and want to reach your students and teams, it's a must-have
software in your office. ProsVery elegant software to use and I didn't have to miss a single second to learn this wonderful software because it is quite user friendly. So far, he has never experienced a hiccup recording in terms of image quality; so it gives a big thumb up to this feature. Accessing the video dashboard and sharing a recorded video in my life has never been so easy.
Cons While I am writing this, I strongly want to find all the negative points about this fascinating software, unfortunately, I barely found anything, so guys win this game with me. Not much to say, but little change can be made. For example, allow multiple computers to be added to the Pro version instead of limiting it to a little. In addition, you can reduce hotkeys to 2 or 1 key. Key.
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